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Abstract

i

Abstract

In this age, too much information is provided to the users. So that they face information

overload problem and spend more time in finding the right information according to their

needs. The information available to the right person on the right time can make significant

difference in the work tasks and business processes in an organisation.

This thesis work is on improving information flow within an organisation for a person having

a  certain  role.  The  concentration  of  the  work  is  on  finding  the  factors  (Qualifiers) which

affect the information needs of the user and the actions which should be carried out to fulfil

them, as well as suitable IT tools. All these have been presented as Final Result Table. This

table shows the information needs, their qualifiers, and suggested actions that can be taken to

carry out a specific need. Besides, we found that there are some General Actions. These kinds

of actions are not related to any specific need. Rather, while working to fulfil any of the

needs, they can be taken for enhancing the work quality and speed. Further, these actions

were classified into two groups: Information System Classification and Organisational

Measures.
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1 Introduction
After the era that finding the needed information was a big challenge now we are in the age in

it a problem called “Information Overload” has been arisen. Surveys show that most of the

business professionals, that are working on information spend too much time on this activity.

In order to prevent information overload in the lower levels of organisations, it is better to

provide the information consumers with the information channels and information parts

which they really need. Beside the difficulties in finding relevant information, there exist

problems in sorting, distributing and aggregating the found information [1].

1.1 Background
In today’s world information is considered as important as other factors like capital, human

resources and material. But the most important task is finding the right information which can

support the business process and work task [2].

The right information available to the right person and on the right time can make a

significant difference in the work tasks and business processes in an organisation; in fact if

the right information is not available to the user then he has to spend more time on looking

for the information, eventually it causes delays and increases cost.

There  are  two  types  of  information  overload.  In  the  first  type,  the  person  who  works  with

information is provided with information, which is more than the amount he can handle. In

fact, organisational information production capacity is more than the human work with. In the

second type, the information processing time that is demanded for completing a task is more

than the available time.

Along, facing information overload can result in some diseases like headache or depression.

Many information users don’t think that they get result; even they have the idea that in future

they face more stress [27].

Information overload can have an effect on decision in two ways:  first, knowledge workers

might be unable in finding the thing they need. Second, it might result in failure in using

information in hand. This can result in inefficient use of decision-making time [27].
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Some of the organisations make all information available to everyone in the organisation, so

it creates extra burden for the user [1]. Consequently, they have to spend more time to locate

their  desired  information  for  fulfilling  their  information  needs.  In  some  cases  they  are  not

able to locate the desired information, so the  relevant information should be available to the

user with respect to content, context, location, time of use and accordingly to the role of the

user in the organisation

Also these users mention that the software support for working with information is still poor

and insufficient. Improvement of information flow in an organisation can save money by

direct as well as indirect means [1]. Improving information flow has economical reasons. Not

every problem should be solved by technical means, rather there can be some measures taken

at the organisational level which can improve information flow, so the organisation save cost

by not putting technical solutions in action and also in terms of time.

Another issue is that the user of information is often unsure, what about he needs information

and how he is going to use that information [3]. Also, the relevant information for the task

might exist but the person in need would not know about its existence or would have an

outdated version and then the person might claim that the organisational deficits caused the

problem  [2].  There  is  a  saying  that  “A bad workman blames his tools”,  sometimes  the

problem with information flow is from the user end. They are not able to work properly with

the tools they have.

When it comes to information gathering, the top level management in most of the

organisations are not provided with enough technical support in order to perform their work

activities. At the lower level of organisation they are provided with all technical training and

means to perform their tasks but at the top levels they are expected to implicitly acquire

knowledge. Therefore, they spend more time on achieving and/or keeping up with the

currently available knowledge [1].

For gathering and using information, different factors are important. While we pay attention

to some factors such as organisational and managerial aspects, the rest of them should not be

neglected. These other factors are location, content and time. One of the problems that an

organisation should take into account, when individual knowledge moves over boundaries in

an organisational managerial hierarchy, is that this knowledge piece is considered as raw

data. The interpretation of this raw data is dependent on the personal qualifications and

knowledge. This matter might have considerable effects on the work process and
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consequently on the output. Although it has been seen that organisations have neglected the

importance of social aspects in human interactions  social networks and channels should not

be ignored. In fact, these two are vital whilst transmitting tacit information.

When the organisations focus on their key operational processes, which are highly structured

and complex, they fail to get the nature of what they are doing with the processed

information.  The  information  merely  exists  to  fulfil  the  needs  of  the  business  process  and

consumers [3].

The value of information can be determined by the benefit obtained from its use. Some

companies have information centres to provide users with their needed information [3]. The

value of information is very high when it is delivered on the right time, to right place and to

the right person. The question is that how the information value can be determined with

respect to the use. The problem is that measuring information by the benefit obtained from its

use, is not an easy way [3].

This thesis has focused on issues like identifying the needs a role might have in an

organisation, what are the factors (time, location,...) that are affecting the needs as the user

needs for the information will change according to the mentioned factors and what can be the

organisational or technological measures that can improve the information flow.

1.2 Purpose
This thesis work is supposed to contribute to the area of “Information Logistics”. The main

focus is on providing information to a user with certain role, assuming that the role context is

already known; the focus will be on identification of the needed IS classifications and

organisational measures in order to improve the information supply.

It is needed to identify the IS classifications and organisational measures with respect to the

user information needs. The way of working is to identify the user information needs by

reviewing the literature and specialising those needs according to the different characteristics

of information demand. After this identification step, it comes to interview with information

logistic field experts to check the validity of the work in the real world. Then the

categorisation of “IS classifications” (actions) and organisational measures for implementing

information supply in accordance to the identified information needs has to be performed.
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The final result will be a recommended way of working (“cookbook”) from information

demand to solution design.

1.3 Research Focus
This section will give a brief view of the research questions which will be investigated in this thesis.

The rest of the work is planned to answer these questions.

· What are the information needs an individual might have in an organisation

according to his role while accomplishing task?

Finding answer for this issue can be broken down into two sub-issues which are:

Firstly, it is needed to have a general understanding from the specified individual’s

tasks. Indeed finding this group of facts is the initial step for going further with the

coming pace. Secondly, it should be found out how the information becomes provided

and/or acquired while different tasks are being performed.

· How to specify the specialised information needs?

It is important to discover the factors, which affect the information needs of the user.

Discovery of these factors will give us a specialised set of information needs. By this

specification, we will have a list of qualifiers. These qualifiers can be used in future as

a checklist to verify if all the required specifications have been met.

· Which information structure (structured, semi-structured or unstructured) and

information type (operative, procedural) can be used while performing each action?

Depending on the action which is taken, it should specify if the data is structured,

semi-structured or unstructured and what information type has been used. The reason

is that there are some actions that should be used for specific information type and

structure.

· Which organisational and tool changes are needed?

In order to improve the information flow within an organisation, it is needed to

perform some changes. But, it should be considered that it is not needed always that

these changes be technical. In some cases, changes can be done in the organisation.
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· How to arrive at tool/organisational change selection from qualifier and supply

actions?

The final results of the work will be the possible suggestions to improve information

flow by organisational or technological changes for the indentified specialised set of

information needs. There might be many ways to implement these suggestions.

Depending on the situation, the selection of appropriate is made by the user. To

roughly describe the work steps from information need to selection of organisational

and technological changes will an objective of this work.

1.4 Assumptions
· The role and its context (tasks and processes) in an enterprise is already a

known.

· Data, Information and Knowledge are assumed the same concepts. As our

work is not related to perform any kind of transformation between any of these

three terms.

1.5 Demarcation
This work is bounded to the identification of functionalities, which are required for provision

of information or making information flow solutions available. It contains an IT tools

information supply categorisation, as well as an organisational measures categorisation with

the purpose of information supply. At last, we have presented a cookbook, which is used

when a special functionality is needed, in order to pick the correct technical and

organisational actions.
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1.6 Time Plan
Table 1-1 Time Plan

MONTH DATE KEY EVENTS TASKS

February 14th Feb
Literature Review Identification of the related material

Understand Information Demand

March 3rd Mar
Identification of Characteristics

of Information Demand

Identifying the Needs of Information

Demand

By 23rd Mar
Unstructured List of Identified

Information Demand Characteristics

25th Mar
Specialising Characteristics of

Information Demand

Identifying the Dimensions Associated

with the Information Need

April 1st Apr Report Writing Start

2nd Apr
Interviews with the ILOG Area

Experts

Plan, Perform and Analyse Interviews

By 10th Apr
Specialised Structured Set of Characteristics

and Conclude  Literature Review

By 16th Apr Finalising Interview Questions

17th Apr Analysis of Classification for IS

17th Apr
Analysis of Classification for

Organisational Measures

29th Apr
Half way Presentation Presenting Preliminary Conclusions and

Report

May By 5th May Verified Specialised Set of Characteristics

By 14th May
Relevant Literature Identified and

Reviewed

By 15th May
Selection of Classifications for IS with

Respect to Structured Set of Characteristics

By 15th May

Selection of Classifications for

Organisation with Respect to Structured

Set of Characteristics

June 5th Jun Final Presentation Presenting Final Work
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1.7 Working Path

Figure 1: Working Path Model

The work commence with Literature Review.  It  is  undertaken to have a brief understanding

of the task and to identify the information needs a user might have according to his/her role.

The output of this phase is a List of Characteristics or information needs. The next phase is

locating the factors affecting these needs (Structuring Set of Characteristics). This is also

based on the knowledge from the literature review. This phase will give a specialised set of

information needs. Then the Interview phase begins. Interviews are performed in semi-

structured way, telephonic interviews, with the experts from the information logistic field.

The purpose of the interviews is to verify the list of characteristics or information needs and

the specialised set of information needs. Then there are the phases of Analysis of IS

Classification and the Organisational Measures.  The  selection  of  IS  classification  or  the

organisational measure is based on the result from the phase structuring set of characteristics.
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2 Research Method
In this section we define and discuss research methodology which will be used to investigate

the problem in hand. The use of research method ensures the quality of the scientific work.

2.1 Scientific Method
It is a systematic way of investigating a problem with a set of well tried methods to produce

the results, so that the quality of the scientific work can be judged through criteria, reliability

and validity. This systematic investigation involves collection of data for the specified

problem and the choice of approach for type of data collection is dependent on the problem in

hand.

The approach to data collection can be quantitative or qualitative. The quantitative data is in

the form of numbers and collected by the techniques such as questionnaires and other

measurement  instruments.  On  the  other  hand  qualitative  data  is  in  the  form  of  words  and

collected by techniques such as interviews and observation. In some cases both type of data

collection can be used [4].

The quantitative research approaches is associated with the positivist research tradition,

which apply the scientific methods to the social sciences, and the qualitative research

approach is associated with the interpretivist research tradition, which concerned with the

meaning created by the individuals and groups [4].

The quantitative research approach is used to generalize the laws or principles. Such a

research approach consider that knowledge can be based on which can be objectively

observed and experienced. It also assume that social reality is objective and external to the

individual, this kind of scientific approach is named as nomathetic where quantitative

methods traditionally are mostly used. On the other hand naturalistic approach focuses on the

quantitative analysis. The emphasis is on the subjective experience of individuals [5][4][1].

Quantitative research involves relatively large set of data and producing results which can be

statistically validated. The one of the advantage of this approach is that it is possible to

perform large empirical investigation [1].
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Qualitative research focuses on exploring in detail about smaller numbers of instances or

examples which are seen interesting. This research approach has its origin in hermeneutics; it

is about achieving theoretical understanding of human related phenomena through

interpretation of empirically collected material. The aim of this research is to achieve “depth”

rather than “breadth” [1] [5].

The quantitative approach is not suitable for our work because in this approach the emphasis

in on collecting large set of data which is quantifiable but in our investigation the focus is on

the data which cannot be easily quantified.

2.2 Informants
For empirical investigation the selection of informants is a very important task as it will add

value to the investigation. In this investigation the informants are selected with different

viewpoint on the information logistic field.

Three of the informants are selected from the Fraunhofer ISST to have a technical viewpoint

and one of the informants is selected from Centre of Information Logistics (CIL) to have

theoretical view point.

The participant interviewed are listed below

Wolfgang Deiters (Deputy Director of Fraunhofer ISST Dortmund)

Magnus Hellgren (Manager of Center of Information Logistics )

Bernhard Holtkamp (Manager of Strategic Project Development)

Oliver Koch (Deputy Head of Business Communication Management)

Now onward they will be represented as Participant 1, Participant 2, Participant 3 and

Participant 4 respectively.

2.3 Data Collection
The techniques used for data collection are literature review and interviews. As  there  are

different  structure  of  interviews  which  can  be  used  to  collect  data  but  for  this  work  semi

structured interviews are suitable. The reason for selecting semi structured interview is that, it
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results in more data as compared to other interviews and allows the researcher to control the

direction of the interview while on the same time allowing informants to introduce ideas and

topics which were previously unknown to the researcher [1].

Interview Questions
In order to have a deeper understanding of the information demand, the technical and

organisational measures to improve information flow following question are asked from the

informant.

1 What are information needs according to your role you can have in your organisation?

2 What are the factors that can affect above mentioned needs?

3 What action you as user perform to fulfil your need?

4 What actions your organisation can take to improve information flow according to

above mentioned needs and factors?

5 Does the structure and type of information have any role in selecting actions for the

need?
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3 Theoretical Background
In this section we will give an overview of the theoretical background to understand the

concept information demand and related areas to this work. The intention of presenting

theoretical background is to give the user a brief idea about the research going on in this area

and to develop an understanding of the applied concepts. There are four main theoretical

perspectives described here; Information Logistics, Information Demand, Information

Demand Patterns and Information Filtering.

3.1 Information Logistics
The work presented in this thesis contributes to the field of information logistics. The

information logistics field focuses on improving the information flow by applying the logistic

principles to information supply. The relevant fields which contribute to this area are context

modelling, ontology engineering, semantic matching and information retrieval [2].

This field is developed in 1990’s and defined as follow:

“The main objective of Information Logistics is optimized information provision and

information flow. This is based on demands with respect to the content, the time of delivery,

the location, the presentation and the quality of information. The scope can be a single

person, a target group, a machine/facility or any kind of networked organisation. The

research field Information Logistics explores develops and implements concepts, methods,

technologies and solutions for the above mentioned purpose.”[2]

This definition mentioned above depicts important dimension of information demand. They

will be described briefly here.

3.1.1 Content
It  represents  the  information  which  is  going  to  be  delivered  to  the  user  of  the  information.

This information should be relevant to the user, it mean that it should be according to the

need of the user [2][1].
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3.1.2 Time
The  information  should  be  delivered  to  the  user  on  the  right  time,  the  time  on  which  user

wants to use that information. If the information is delivered earlier then the user has to store

it somewhere and then retrieve it on the time of use. It can cause extra burden for the user or

sometimes it can have problem while retrieving information. The information delivered

before the time can create information overflow for the user as the user is not in the need of

that information on that time. The other is issue is information delivered late. In most cases

the  information  arrived  late,  will  have  no  use  for  the  recipient.  So  to  avoid  these  types  of

problems the information should be delivered just in time [2][1].

3.1.3 Location
It indicates that the information should be delivered to the user according to location of the

user. It means the information should be relevant to the user according to user location. The

information should be formatted and distributed according to requirements placed by the

location [2][1].

3.1.4 Representation
The information should be formatted according to the different communication media as they

have different capabilities to represent the information [2].

3.1.5 Quality
The information which is sent to the user should subject to the quality criteria like accuracy,

confidentiality, timeliness or cost [2].

3.2 Information Demand
Since the science Information Logistics (ILog) has started being investigated, the expression

Information Demand has been discussed and many ILog experts have tried to give a complete

definition and explanation for this term. In fact, before starting any other task, which is

related to information demand, there should be a definition for it. Therefore we here present a

definition from [6], which we found the most relevant to our work criteria:

Information Demand is the constantly changing need for current, accurate, and integrated

information to support (business) activities, when ever and where ever it is needed.
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Changing: Information need is directly related to the current status of the specific role and its

responsibilities. Assuming that a role (and consequently its responsibilities) is not fixed , i.e.

it changes, Information Need changes together with it.

Relevant:  A  piece  of  information  as  the  first  feature  should  have  the  relevance  to  the

information demand. In fact, when the information is not relevant to the information need, it

is out value.

Current: According to the feature changing, it should be considered that any information,

which has not been provided with respect to this matter, is out of validity.

Accurate: accuracy, regardless of any other feature that the demanded information should

have, is the first quality that is expected from it.

The definition talks about integrated information to support business activities. This means

that it is needed to have a solid knowledge about the context in order to be aware about any

change that might happen in it.

Whenever and wherever: It emphasises the importance of Time and Location in Information

Logistics while demanding information. In the other words, it stresses that demand is

dependent on timing and location.

3.3 Information Demand Patterns
Patterns have been using in several fields of science, such as computer science areas.

Different references have given different definitions about the term Pattern, e.g:

A pattern is the abstraction from a concrete form which keeps recurring in specific non-

arbitrary contexts [7].

Or

Christopher Alexander: Each pattern describes a problem … and then describes the core of

the solution …’ [8].

A literary format for capturing the wisdom and experience of expert designers, and

communicating it to novices [9]
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A successfully recurring "best practice" that has proven itself in the "trenches" [9].

Among all the presented definitions about pattern, Alexander’s definition is the most

accepted one. His definition focuses on solution, whereas in computer science, the focus is on

how to come up with problems, according to Martin Fowler’s definition:

An information demand pattern addresses a recurring information demand problem that

arises for specific roles and work stations in an enterprise, and presents a solution to it [10].

Although the definition about this term differs from reference to reference, the counted

features are mostly the same:

· Patterns have root in the previous experiences in the same field.

· Patterns validation is left to the user, i.e. he/she should assess the context and the

available patterns and finds if the pattern is useful for the condition or not.

· Patterns help in order to understand the condition and then tailor the offered solution

for the problem under consideration.

In Information Demand Patterns like other computer science fields, Fowler’s definition about

patterns is applied. In [10] the definition of information pattern is :

An information demand pattern addresses a recurring information demand problem that

arises for specific roles and work situation in an enterprise, and presents a solution to it.

Similar to the other types of patterns, this kind has some fundamental parts, which are

Organisational Context, Problems of the Role, Solution and The effect that Play in forming a

solution.  The  solution  part  has  three  subparts:  Information  Demand  on  the  Role,  Quality

Criteria and Timeline.

 Depending on the purpose, information demand pattern might be designed for supporting

one of Analysis of Problems and Situations, Design of Solutions or Architecture Design of

Information Supply Solutions. Besides, the focus of the under development pattern can be on

one of the scopes Single Role, Organisational Unit or Enterprise.
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3.4 Information Filtering
Information Filtering is a term, which has a wide range of characteristics, which make it an

exact process, with the purpose of handing information to people in need. Although

Information  Filtering  is  used  in  a  wide  range,  it  has  not  been  clearly  defined  yet.  Here  it  is

tried to present a clear definition of Information Filtering, as well as its attributes [11].

In fact an Information Filtering system is a kind of information system, which has been

designed with the purpose of manipulating semi-structured or unstructured information. As

an example, we can assume a scientific paper. Such a material has the body text, tables and

figures. Although it is possible to have definition for such a complex information piece, it is

much more complex than a typical record in a database. In the first glance, when it is talked

about unstructured data, it means a textual piece, but the fact is that unstructured information

has a more general meaning. It might contain some other data types such as multimedia [11].

In many cases, people make mistake while describing an information filtering system and

confuse it with an Information Retrieval (IR) system. In fact, IR is one of the subject areas,

which are related to Information Filtering [11].

Information Filtering is in done based on the pictures the user has presented about his/her

needs. With respect to these descriptions, when a stream of information comes to the system,

the system starts removing data from this stream. The result will be the user will see what has

been remaining. The ideas, which should be used to filter information according to user’s

demands, can be formed as Profile. Whereas in IR the mechanism of work is data location

from a data stream [11].
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Figure 2: A general model of Information Filtering [11]

The above picture shows the general mechanism of Information Filtering. As it is illustrated,

as the first step there are some information users with rather periodic or long-term

information needs. There is a possibility to categorise both individual- and group- users

according to their information demands and goals. This categorisation will show the Regular

Information Interests, which might be not-stable. These Regular Information Interests result

in signifying Profiles [11].

On  the  other  side,  there  exist Producers of Texts.  These  producers  distribute  their  texts  as

soon as they have been produced. Then, surrogates, which might be index terms or keywords,

will be used to compare with Profiles.  The  result  will  be  some texts  presented  to  the  user.

These retrieved texts will be evaluated and (probably) used to check to how extent they meet

user’s information needs and targets. This Evaluation might result in some Modification in

Profiles and (even) in Regular Information Interests [11].
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4 Empirical Results & Discussion
In this section the results from the empirical investigation are presented. This is done by

presenting the information needs and factors identified through literature review as discussed

in the section “Working Path” in chapter 1 and in the section “Data Collection” in Chapter 2

and validating them by interviewing experts and analysing these interviews separately to

identify the needs, factors affecting those needs and the actions taken to fulfil them, as

mentioned in chapter 2. The next phase was identifying the organisational means to improve

the information flow, classifying actions identified through interviews and the organisational

measures into Information system classification and organisational measure classification in

chapter 5.

4.1 Information Needs
In  this  section,  a  list  of  Information  Needs  that  user  might  have  is  presented.  This  list  has

been created by literature review, which was one of the data collection methods as discusses

in chapter 2. Below, you can find short description of the needs.

4.1.1 To Send
This is about handing the provided information to the user party, which is the information

consumer in fact. This action can be done using an agent, which is a part of the information

provider o a third party agent.

4.1.2 To Receive
It is about getting the prepared information from information provider side. It can also be

counted as perceiving and understanding the information coming from the provider side.

4.1.3 To Store
To Store means To save the in hand information, somewhere safe with the intension of using

it probably in future. For this action need, it is needed to provide suitable place.

4.1.4 To Find
It  contains  a  wide  range  of  activities  in  order  to  know  where  range  desired  information  is

available. In fact it talks about discovering the suitable physical access path.
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4.1.5 To Distribute
Distributing information is in fact executing the communication plan and responding to the

unexpected information requests. One aspect of it is broadcasting information to the

(potential) user(s).

4.1.6 To Aggregate
Sometimes it is needed to bring separate and heterogeneous parts of information together in

order to compose and make new valuable information, which is concrete enough for specific

objectives [12].

4.1.7 To Categorise
While working with information, having a list of categories makes the user’s task easier.

Categorising talks about making categories of information for helping the potential user while

trying locating them. To do categorising is making groups of content resources by assigning a

category to each of them [11].

4.1.8 To Extract
This is about getting desired information from the stream of incoming information. This

process selectively structures and combines data which is found, explicitly stated or implied,

in one or more information sources [11][13].

4.1.9 To Filter
Many times there exists an information stream, which contains different types of information,

ranging from completely irrelevant to completely relevant. Filtering puts a filter on this

stream way, with the purpose of preventing irrelevant information to enter the relevant

information stream [11].

4.1.10 To Version
It is to assign unique names or numbers to a piece of information in order to manage security,

diagnostic and interesting matters. The basis for versioning information is the type of its user,

the time for the usage place which should be taken into account in order to provide the best

offer. Different versions of information should be available, because different types of

information users (according to their waiting patience and task criticality) need and work on

different information [19].
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4.1.11 To Index
It is a typical way for constructing relationship between a tag and the information content of

the document in a form which is process-able by computer, so such a document in a question

might be identified[11][14].

4.1.12 To Log
It is to keep record of user actions, so the information user needs would be fulfilled on the

basis of previously retrieved information history [15].

4.1.13 To Interpret
Not always the exact meaning or the embedded information in hand is not clear to the user. In

such conditions it is needed to interpret the information.

To interpret creates an image and /or understanding. In other words, it translates something

from the source format to a format that is useful for the end user [18].

4.1.14 To Customise
Sometimes the in hand information suites all aspects in the current situation, such as user

needs. But sometimes it is need to modify the content to make them suitable for the current

situation so it is need to present the information in a form which suites to consumer needs at

the time of consumption.

Information Customisation is transforming information into an extract or other form that

gives a consumer what is needed at a given moment [16].

4.1.15 To Process
When information comes to the system as input, it is considered as raw material. It is needed

to be processed to reach the aim(s). This process might be (a combination of) different

actions.

To process information is about generating new information, which (might) contain

something useful.
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4.1.16 To Migrate
Sometimes it happens that the in hand information is not needed more in the current place.

On the other hand it might be needed to save it in a warehouse for further use.

Or it might be needed to move the info to another place, because it is needed to use

information  in  another  place.  Even  it  might  be  needed  to  move  some  part  or  the  whole  of

information due to technical reasons [17].

4.1.17 To Backup
In all computer systems it is needed to keep backup from the information, which system has

produced for user. Based on the system need(s), different methods of creating backup might

be employed.

4.1.18 To Evaluate
It is drawing a measure (calculating) in order to check if obtained information meet the

criteria and needs or not.

4.1.19 To Route
It  is  one  of  identical  process  of  filtering.  It  involves  sending  the  part  of  the  incoming

information, which is relevant to the target user(s) [11].

4.2 Information Needs and Associated Qualifiers
This section list the identified list of information needs, factors affecting them (Qualifiers).

These factors are identified through literature review as discussed in chapter 2. As it is

mentioned in the section “Working Path” discussed in chapter 1, the work commence by

identifying information needs and then specialising those needs by identifying the factors

which have effect on them. The actions have not been identified, because needs and qualifiers

are identified based on literature review and it is needed to validate them through interviews.

The actions were identified after doing the interviews and reviewing the literature regarding

organisations.
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Table 4-1 Preliminary Information Needs and associated Qualifiers

Need Qualifier Action(s)

1.  To Store · Content based

2.  To Find · Process Based

· Context Based

· Location Based

· Real Time

3.  To Distribute · As Soon as the Information Arrives

· Location Based

4.  To Aggregate · Topic Based

· Content Based

· Attribute Based

5.  To Categorise · Topic Based

· Content Based

6.  To Extract · Attribute Based

· Content Based

· Format Based

· Structure Based

· Relation Based

· Record, History, Log Based

7.  To Filter · Characteristic/ Features Based

· Structure Based

· Profile/ Description based

· Sequence Bases

· Topic Based

· Rule Based

8.  To Route · Preferences Based

9.  To Index · Content Based

10.  To Migrate · Content Based

· Situation Based

11.  To Backup · On Demand

12.  To Evaluate · Source Based

· Preference Based
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· Content Based

13.  To Interpret · Situation Based

· Content Based

14.  To Customise · Situation Based

· Time Based

· Real Time

15.  To Process · Content Based

· Context Based

· On Demand

16.  To Receive · Time Based

· Location Based

17.  To Send · Time Based

· On Demand

· Process Based

· Location Based

18.  To Log · Time Based

· Context Based

19.  To Version · Location Based

· Time Based

4.3 Relation between Information Needs and Qualifiers
The next phase was validating the needs and qualifiers identified in the previous section by

interviews. During the interviews all informants were asked the about what roles they have in

the organisation and to mention about their work tasks. Then they were asked about what

information needs they have according to their work tasks and what are the factors which

affect their information needs. Most of the informants were sure about their information

needs according to their work tasks, what kind of information they want to receive to perform

their work activities.
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Statement 1.

“I need information when we prepare project, I need all information connected to the

preparation, basic information and knowledge..... Need to have track on how they work and

perform... when we have finished the project I want to have some feedback...... “

Participant 2

Statement 2.

“First activity I do is something like scouting for funding opportunities that mean I check on

European level, on national level, on state level or within Fraunhofer for funding

opportunities”

Participant 3

Since the informants have different role in their organisations, so their needs for information

also differ from each other. It concludes that the information need is dependent on the role of

the person in an organisation. The informants during the interview have mentioned some of

their needs and the factors affecting those needs. Below is the brief description of the

information needs and the factors mentioned which were mentioned by the informants.

To Receive

Receiving information as the main aim in an information flow can be affected by different

factors.  The most effective factor that has been mentioned by the interviewees is Time.

Information that has been received after time (and even in some cases before time) has no

value. Topic of the received information and its Content are the other important factors; the

receiver is interested in receiving information Content about a certain Topic that fulfils his

needs. The user who wants to receive the information might also care about its Features

(language, multi-word concepts...) as well as its Format. At the end Attribute, Presentation,

the Accessibility of the information, previously received information (History), the current

state of the surrounding environment (Situation).
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Statement 3.

“... I have to know what’s happening within different areas, like Informatics or Information

Logistics... if the government alter some rules; it certainly affects me... I have to know what’s

going on”

Participant 2

Statement 4.

“...accessibility: different sources of information are not equally easy to get information

from... I have to spend some time and effort to check the reliability of the information”

Participant 2

Statement 5.

“...I need certain information when the meetings are... the information I receive after the

meeting is of no importance”

Participant 1

To Send

When an information fraction is available and it is needed to be used to somewhere else, it

should be sent the target place.

The most important influencing factor while sending information is the Topic of it. Based on

which Topic the information part has and which Tasks people should do, the sender makes

decision to whom it is relevant and should be sent or forwarded. Always it is probable that

some unexpected affairs (Event) happen and have effect on the quality and way of sending

information. The sender should be careful about the Time as well. Sending information after

the deadline (in the case of existence) or even before the time can result in excellence

reduction.
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Statement 6.

“... we implemented a tool called MailBroker. The main idea is listing certain topics, for

example call for paper or for project or research topic... send the information to the tool ...

and the colleagues can subscribe to the tool.”

Participant 1

To Store

In  order  to  work  with  information,  the  first  step  is  storing  it.  For  this,  the Topic of desired

information piece is the main factor, which determines the exact information storage.

It is important how much the information is relevant to the Topic and the Project. Clearly,

Key Documents are vital for the work and have to be stored. In fact these kinds of information

are the most relevant ones. The Situation of system and its Attributes can be helpful to find

out about the information relevancy degree. Another important factor that affects Relevancy

and consequently storage is the Type of information: Procedural information or operational.

At last technical factors, such as if the in hand material is structured, semi structured or

structured affect the need information storage.

Statement 7.

“I usually use the file system or document management system... these are company-wide

accessible, so I can use them.”

Participant 4

To Categorise

Making categories of information makes some future tasks (such batch processing, finding,

etc.) easier, such as different factors can have effect on this task.  It should be respected that

about which Project and which Task of it is. But these are not the only affecting factors for

categorizing information. The categorization might completely change in the case of

changing the Organisation. The Format of  the  information  can  be  another  factor  which

should be taken into account while categorisation, if it has been mentioned as a notable

factor.
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Statement 8.

“... [project bases] is the final level of granularity, but basic criteria is the fund giver ...”

Participant 3

Statement 9.

“... I do have my own storage structure on the laptop... and my email folders... to classify this

kind of information, so that retrieval at the point of time when I need the information

becomes in certain sense easier...”

Participant 1

To Filter

Sometimes it is needed to use filtering on a stream of data. By this, the part of the information

that is not needed will not be able to pass the filter. In other words, what remains will be the

result of this task.

It order to do filtering, it is needed to have information about user’s preferences and interests,

which have been saved as User Profiles. Moreover, user defines some Rules. Using these

rules, the system makes decision about which parts of information should be stopped by

filter.

Another determinant factor in filtering is the Relevancy of Information to the task and project.

Beside, the Attributes of the information piece might be used in filtering.

Statement 10.

“We have spam filter, works very effectively in our organisation... I have no activity on my

own, so I don’t have self-configured spam filter...”

Participant 4
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Statement 11.

“One the hand side is concerning email by using this kind of filter tools... mails coming from

person X should be directly routed to some of my department heads”

Participant1

Distribute

Distribution means broadcasting information to more than one user. It is not a blind try. For

distributing information, the first matter that should be considered is the Topic of it. Not all

users all interested to be distributed by all Topics; they have interests only in some certain

ones. Also, it should be checked that if the information is relevant to their task (Relevancy),

and if it is to what extent.

Distribution makes use of some Rules that  have  been  defined.  These Rules establish the

details, e.g. how to distribute, what should be distributed and to whom to distribute.

Statement 12.

“...I send information to a tool and classify the information... [colleagues] can subscribe to

certain key words... the tool because if subscription sends information to the colleague”

Participant 1

To Find

Sometimes when the needed information is nor in hand, neither been sent by the part that

holds it, it is needed that the part which needs it find it.

For finding information, the main qualifier that affects it is the Topic of the information. User

tries to find information with certain Topic. In fact he believes that the Topic of  an

information part is enough to make sure that the found information piece fulfils the needs.

Therefore, it

Besides, there might some Events might happen that affect finding information. An Event has

effect on the Topic that should be found. For example, if the government changes some rules
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and regulations, the user might need to change the Topic that he is trying to find information

about it.

Statement 13.

“I use telephone for calling people and talking to them, I read papers and I use internet to

search and find information and send& receive mails.”

Participant 2

To Customise

When some information arrives, its presentation should fit the Task. Many times, although

the received information material is useful for the Task, but its formulation is not appropriate.

In this condition, according to the Task, the customisation will be done.

It should be paid attention that the Situation affects customisation. In fact customisation takes

into account in which Situation information is going to be used.

Statement 14.

“... I have to be prepared; preparation mainly comes from my colleagues by briefing letters

and the things like that. So the information is in these kinds of briefing letters. I have to be

prepared in order to discuss and negotiate with the customers.”

Participant 1

To Evaluate

When information arrives, it is needed to check if it suits to the task and project. For this

matter, its Content should be assessed. But evaluation is not just based on the Content; Time

is another important factor, which even can be critical. Also, it is important that information

arrive to the right Location. If information arrives to incorrect Location, it will be useless

(and even might cause some problems, e.g. confusion).

In addition, each information piece has some Characteristics which are accuracy, information

form (qualitative vs. quantitative, numerical, graphical, etc.), its frequency and origin. All

these should be considered as while evaluation process.
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Statement 15.

“That is the process inside me, it’s not a process where I have formal process theme… I have

to decide if the information is relevant, if it is relevant to prepare to work on a task…”

Participant 4

To Delete

When  the  information  is  not  needed  more  (e.g.  it  is  not  relevant  more  or  it  is  outdated),  it

should be deleted. Depending on the Project and the Task, it should be decided which part of

information should be selected for deletion.

Statement 16.

“I have few days annually when I clean my desk, clean my computer then I decide do I need

to keep this information, if I decide that I don’t have to save it, I throw it away... it depends

on the nature of the task or the project...”

Participant 2

To Interpret

When the information that the user expects to perceive from the information piece is not

explicit, he tries to interpret it. In this way, the most important factor that the user should take

into account is the current Project. Depending on which Project the company is working on,

the  way  that  user  follows  for  interpreting  the  information  and  consequently  the  result,  will

differ.

Statement 17.

“... my main job is... to discuss with the customer, if the project is running well... if I go to

this kind of meetings, I have to be prepared and preparation mainly comes from my

colleagues by briefing letters.”

Participant 1

To Extract

For extracting information, not all information pieces can be used. Rather, the qualifier

Relevancy determines which information piece(s) and even which portion(s) of information

can be used for taking data out and combining them.
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Statement 18.

“... you have to check the partner’s search request and then you can keep the ones that are

relevant to you.”

Participant 3

4.4 Interview Result Table
This section contains the results of interviews done with the participants. After analysing

each interview a list of information needs, associated qualifiers and the supply actions to

fulfil those needs are identified. The result of each interview is presented below.

The interview with participant 1 to participant 4 are analysed to identify the information

needs according to the role of the participants and the specialisation of those needs according

to the factors affecting those needs. All the answers were recorded and analysed and

presented here in the form of tables. There will be some empty fields, because participants

have not mentioned anything about them. One of the important objectives of conducting these

interviews was to ground the preliminary findings in the real world.

Table 4-2 Result from interview with Participant 1

Need Qualifier Action(S)

1. To Store · Topic Based

· Structure Based

· Attribute Based

· Situation Based

· Use a suitable file system

· Streamline the storage

structure

· Agree on certain storage

structure

2. To Find · · Make agreement on where to

store certain kind of

information

3. To Categorise · Format Based

· Topic Based

· Make personal storage folders

(e.g. email folder)

· Classify information according

to the topic

4. To Filter · Rule Based · Define filtering rules

· Talk to colleague
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5. To Distribute · Rule Based

· Topic Based

· Define routing rules

6. To Evaluate · Content Based

· Time Based

· Location Based

· Use feedback loop

7. To Customise · Situation Based · Talk to colleagues

8. To Receive · Topic Based

· Time Based

· Location Based

· Content Based

· Situation Based

· Contact colleagues (read brief

letters)

· Subscribe to topic based

service and the time based tool

· Read email

· Communicate task goals

9. To Send · Topic Based · Send information to the Topic

based tool

· Compose email

· Use group based server

(intranet)

10. To Interpret · Project Based ·
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Table 4-3 Result from interview with Participant 2

Need Qualifier Action(S)

1. To Store · Topic Based

· Task Based

· Importance

2. To Find · Topic Based

· Event Based

3. To Categorise · Topic Based

· Task Based

4. To Receive · Topic Based

· Process Based

· Event Based

· Time Based

· Context Based

· Feature Based

· Accessibility

· Make phone

call

· Read Email

· Talk to

colleagues

· Register in

subscription

service

5. To Send · Topic Based · Compose

Email

6. To Delete · Topic Based

· Task Based
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Table 4-4 Result from interview with Participant 3

Need Qualifier Action(S)

1. To Store · Type Based

· Relevancy

·  Maintain knowledge

base for example on

project proposals

2. To Categorise · Organisation Based

· Topic Based

·

3. To Filter · Profile Based ·

4. To Distribute · Relevancy ·

5. To Evaluate · Content Based · Make personal decision

6. To Receive · Time Based

· Cost Based

· Task Based

· Format Based

· History Based

· Subscribe to newsletters

· Networking

(Participating in regional

clustering activities)

· Contact personally

· Attend workshops&

conferences

· Arrange periodic

meetings between

department heads

7. To Send · Event Based

· Profile Based

· Compose email

· Make phone call

8. To Extract · Relevancy ·
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Table 4-5 Result from interview with Participant 4

Need Qualifier Action(S)

1.  To Store · Topic based · Save in Storage System

2.  To Find · · Use Search Engines

· Make Phone Calls

3.  To Categorise · Topic Based · Save in Topic based File

system

4.  To Filter · Attribute Based

· Relevancy

· Use Spam Filter

· Check name of sender and

the subject

5.  To Evaluate · Personal Characteristics ·

6.  To Customise · Task Based ·

7.  To Receive · Time Based

· Location Based

· Topic Based

· Attribute Based

· Format Based

· Accessibility

· Feature Based

· Content Based

· Presentation

· Provide access to

information  sources

·

· Read Email

· Read Papers and Journals

· Use Telephone Call

8.  To Send · Time Based

· Task Based

· Send Email

· Make Phone Call
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4.5 Information Needs with Associated Qualifiers and Actions
This table contains the final results including the information needs and the supply action for

fulfilling those needs.

Table 4-6 Final Result Table

Need Qualifier Need Specific Action(s) General Action(s)

1. To Store · Topic based

· Task Based

· Importance

· Structure Based

· Attribute Based

· Situation Based

· Type Based

· Relevancy

· Save in storage system

· Use a suitable storage

system

· Agree on certain storage

structure

· Maintain knowledge base

for example on project

proposals

· Simplify the rules and

procedures for the

organisational unit

tasks

· Organisational units

must coordinate their

activities

· Select organisational

structure with respect

to the working

environment

· Increase sharing of

information between

organisational units

· Use lateral

relations(Direct

Contact, Liaison Role,

integrator Role)

· Train people for

Interpersonal Skills

· Reduce role ambiguity

· Allocate Proper time to

task

· Define gatekeepers role

· Delegate responsibility

to a role

2. To Find · Topic Based

· Event Based

· Use search engines

· Make phone calls

· Make agreement on where

to store certain kind of

information

3. To Categorise · Topic Based

· Task Based

· Format Based

· Organisation

Based

· Save in topic based

document system

· Make personal storage

folders (e.g. Email folder)

· Classify information

according to the topic

4. To Filter · Attribute Based

· Relevancy

· Rule Based

· Profile Based

· Use spam filter

· Check name of sender and

the subject

· Define filtering rules

· Talk to colleague

· Use repel technology
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5. To Distribute · Rule Based

· Topic Based

· Relevancy

· Define routing rules · Use feedback loop

· Provide the amount of

information to

employee which they

can handle

· Consult colleagues or

supervisor

· Prioritize information

and work task

· Flatten management

structure

· Provide access to

information sources

· Internal Employee

transfer

· Adopt organisational

design to reduce

information distribution

· Communicate task

goals

· information distribution

· Define standard

operating procedures,

routines and scripts

· Arrange periodic

meetings between

department heads

· Transform the

processes from serial

paper based to

electronic document

sharing

6. To Evaluate · Personal

Characteristics

· Content Based

· Time Based

· Location Based

· Use feedback loop

7. To Interpret · Project Based · Develop shared

understanding of

information  in organisation

8. To Customise · Task Based

· Situation Based

· Talk to colleagues

9. To Receive · Time Based

· Location Based

· Topic Based

· Attribute Based

· Format Based

· Accessibility

· Feature Based

· Content Based

· Presentation

· Situation Based

· Process Based

· Context Based

· Event Based

· Cost Based

· History Based

· Task Based

· Read email

· Read papers and journals

· Use telephone call

· Contact colleagues (read

brief letters)

· Subscribe to topic based

service and the time based

tool

· Register in subscription

service

· Subscribe to newsletters

· Networking (participating in

regional clustering

activities)

· Contact personally

· Attend workshops&

conferences

10. To Send · Time Based · Send email
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· Topic Based

· Task Based

· Event Based

· Profile Based

· Make phone call

· Send information to the

topic based tool

· Compose email

· Use group based server

(intranet)

· Decompose and

specialise tasks

· Computerised the

existing process for

minor changes

· Simplify or modify

processes

· Job redesign

· Location flexibility for

work

· Make cultural changes

in order to minimise

the barriers between

different functional

areas

· Use online shared

databases

· Use monitoring

systems

· Create process teams

with members from

different functional

areas

· Streamline the storage

structure

11. To Delete · Topic Based

· Task Based

· Eliminate redundant

information

· Obliterate processes

· Eliminate the non value

added activities

12. To Extract · Relevancy

· Feature Based

· Structure Based

· Extract information based

on user interests

· Extract Information based

on document features

· Extract information based

on document structure
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5 Classification
In this section the actions identified in the chapter 4 are classified into different categories as

discussed  in  the  chapter  1.  The  classification  consist  of  two  groups;  organisational  and

Information System classifications.

5.1 Information System Classification
There are some actions identified, which are related to changes in the information systems.

So they are categorised under this section. They are categorised in general categories instead

of mentioning actual systems, because a new system can replace the existing system in few

years  then  the  validity  of  work  will  no  longer  remain.  The  work  is  carried  out  by  using  a

scientific research method as mentioned in chapter 2.

5.1.1 Subscription Service

· Subscribe to Topic Based service

To avoid the information overload on the employees, it is better to provide them with the

information  they  need  for  their  task  or  which  is  of  their  interest.  Using  a  service  which

sends the information to the users on their selected topics of interest will reduce the

information overload on the users.

· Subscribe to Newsletters

A newsletter is regularly distributed information to the users who have subscribed for it.

· Subscribe to Time Based service

The  time  of  receiving  the  information  affects  its  value.  If  the  information  which  is

received on the time of its usage will add value to the business processes. So receiving

information on time or get notified for something on some particular time, it is better to

use a service which sends the information.
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5.1.2 Filtering Systems

· Use Spam Filters

One of the reasons for information overload is receiving too much emails. These emails

can be relevant to the user or they are irrelevant to them. To avoid getting irrelevant

emails, users should use appropriate spam filters for the emails.

· Define Filtering Rules

The  user  can  define  the  filtering  rules  based  on  the  keywords  matches  in  the  mail

messages. There is a certain kind of structure in the mails such as sender information. The

rules can take advantage of that structure. The rules can be defined to delete all the

messages from some specific sender or mark some keywords as urgent [25].

· Use Repel Technology

It is sometimes needed to avoid certain kind of information reaching to the user. For this

reason like pull technology for getting information, repel technology can be used to

prevent the unnecessary information reaching the machine. By this way user can select

highly relevant parts of information, ignoring the rest of it.

· Check the Name and Subject of the Email

When the user works with his emails, he might need to use one or some special kind(s) of

email. Usually, the subject of the email or its sender is enough for deciding if it is needed

or not. Hence, the user can look at emails subject and their sender’s name and decide

which ones should be removed from the current task working list.

5.1.3 Knowledge Management System

· Maintain Knowledge base for example on Project Proposals

It is needed to store the all the knowledge spread around in the organisation in one place

to make effective use of it. These systems are used to capture how the problems are

solved and shared this information throughout the organisation. The solutions captured

can be reused to solve the similar kind of problems.
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5.1.4 Email Systems

· Send Email

Emails  are  used  to  send  the  information  out  to  the  other  people.  It  is  targeted  way  of

sending information to the other people.

· Read Email

Emails are one of the ways to receive information. By reading emails a user can get new

information.

5.1.5 Telecommunication Systems

· Make a Phone Call

When it is needed to have or to send some information from other colleagues, one way is

to make a phone call to them and find or send the information to them.

5.1.6 Classification Systems

· Classify Information according to the Topic

It is sometimes needed to categorise the information according to their topics. It will help

the user to locate the information according to category of his interest.

· Send Information to Topic Based Service

It is sometimes needed to distribute the information in the organisation to the people who

are interested in that piece of information. But as the organisation size is big hindrance in

knowing about all the people who would be interested in that piece of information. So it

is needed to send this information to such service which would categorise this

information according to its topic and then send this information to all the people in the

organisation who are interested in that piece of information.
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5.1.7 Social Software Systems

· Use Group Base Server to share documents, organise team work and cooperate

efficiently

5.1.8 Archiving/Document Management System

· Save in a Storage System

When some process is performed in an organisation which produce some new

information or organisation get some new information or some task is completed which

results can be used later on in some other projects then it might be needed to store that

information in suitable storage system for the further usage.

· Use a Suitable Storage System

As in organisation lot of structured, unstructured and semi structured documents are

produced, it is needed to store the documents for future use. It is need to store them in

such a way that they can be retrieved easily and in an efficient way. Saving the

documents in an appropriate system according to their structure can facilitate efficient

way of locating and fetching the needed documents.

· Save in a Topic Based Document System

As it is mentioned before that a lot of documents are produced in the organisations. So

storing them in a way that they can be located and retrieved easily can help in improving

the information supply. Saving the documents in a storage system that also categorise

them according to their topic will help the users to locate the documents according to

their categories.

· Make Personal Storage Folders (e.g. Email Folders)

Every role can have it personal storage mechanism for storing the documents which can

be retrieved later easily. That storage structure is completely dependent on the personal

characteristics of the employee in that role.
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5.1.9 Mining Systems

· Extract Information Based on User Interests

Sometimes it is needed to extract the information according to the interests defined by the

users these interest can include the features of the information, topic in which the user is

interested and the structure of the document. For such kind of supply it is needed to have

tools which can extract this information from the document collection and provide the

user with the desired information. These all features can be incorporated together when

the systems are large and complex.

· Extract Information Based on Document Features

In some organisations the systems and the user needs for the information is not that much

complex. If they only want to have information based on the document features then

instead of incorporating all mining facilities it will be better to focus on the extraction

which is based on the document features. It is needed to have a tool which extracts the

document features and enable the user to retrieve the documents.

· Extract Information Based on Document Structure

As the number of structured and unstructured documents produced in all organisations is

increasing so it is quite difficult to find needed document and the cost associated with this

process is also increased [26]. So in this scenario it is better to use a tool which supports

the extraction based on the document structure.

5.1.10 Pulling System

· Use Search Engine

Sometimes a role might need to find some information to perform a task. The required

information can be accessed or located by using the search engines.

5.2 Other Sources
· Networking (Participating in Regional Clustering Activities)

Establishing relation with the other people to get the access to the knowledge networks

and receive information of interest.
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· Attend Workshops and Conferences

To remain updated with the new information in a particular area of interest is a particular

need a user can have in an organisation. By attending workshops and conferences on that

particular field of interest might supply user with the required information of interest.

· Read Papers and Journals

Papers and journals contain the recent news and information about the field that they are

concerned about. User reads his expertise field journals and papers in order to keep his

knowledge updated.

5.3 Classification for Organisational Measures
In the area of the organisational actions, the actions needed to be classified according to

structure of the organisation (Structural Related) and the work flow (Work Process Related).

The actions related to the organisation structure involve changes in organisation structure or

role in order to provide required information to the roles that need information. On the other

side actions related to the work process involve changes in the work process or adding new

work processes [10].

5.3.1 Structural Related

· Organisational Units Must Coordinate Their Activities

 In some organisations some units are interdependent on each other to perform their

activities, that one unit has to perform its activities before than other. In that scenario

they have to coordinate their activities, so they do not have to wait for other unit.

· Select Organisational Structure with Respect to the Working Environment

The most important feature of the organisational structure is that links the elements of

the organisation to provide the channels of communication for the information flow.

The environment in which organisation is working has impact on the organisation as the

organisational structure has to comply with the characteristics of the environment in

which they are and the demands that environment makes on the organisation in terms of

the coordination and information [20].
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· Use Lateral Relations (Direct Contact, Liaison Role, Integrator Role)

It takes the decision making down to where the problem is in organisation. If the

information is not coordinating properly between the organisational units and if this

coordination problem is because of the difference in structure, sub goals, time, in this

situation there might be some conflict arises in between the organisation units, then the

organisation can give a new role to an employee to facilitate the information flow and

resolve the conflicts [20].

· Reduce Role Ambiguity

It  happens  that  some of  the  organisational  units  or  individual  are  not  sure  about  what

has expected from them in their specific role. This ambiguity might arise because the

organisational structure is not appropriate to its working environment and the roles are

not provided proper support from the organisation. Adapting the organisation according

to its environment, providing support to employees might solve this problem.

· Flatten Management Structure

If the information has to pass through too many organisational levels to reach the

destination then there is a possibility that information get distorted or there can be a

delayed in the information distribution. By reducing the no of hierarchal levels can

improve the information flow.

· Adopt Organisational Design to Reduce Information Distribution

The one solution to reduce the information overload on the organisational units is to

adopt a organisation design which minimise the need of information distribution among

the organisational units.

· Internal Employee Transfer

There is a problem in the organisations that the unit possessing the information are

often not aware of where this information can be used. So they do not route this

information  to  that  place.   One  solution  to  this  problem is  to  make  internal  employee

transfer between the organisational unit to facilitate the coupling of the people who

need information and the ones who have it.

· Streamline the Storage Structure

Usually storing documents is done with respect to the available hierarchy, which has

been created for this purpose. The more the complex the hierarchy would be, the more
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difficulties will rise will looking up for them while searching. For this reason it is

suggested to create not too much complicated and deep hierarchies. Instead of focusing

on creating complex hierarchies, it is better to work on providing streamline and

comprehensive structures.

· Agree on Certain Storage Structure

 Different users in an organisational unit and also from different units prefer various

kinds  of  structure  for  storing  information.  These  different  preferences  can  make

inconsistencies while coordinating mutual tasks. Thus, different organisational units

and users should have consensus about the most suitable storage structure. This

agreement should be made before starting any coordination or mutual task; otherwise it

results in several kinds of damages ranging from financial to time.

· Define Gatekeeper Role

 It is sometimes needed that to introduce a new role in the organisation to improve

information supply. The task of this role is to identify external sources of information,

then acquire information from these sources, interpret, screen and then translate that

information in a meaningful language for the colleagues. Finally, information should be

distributed inside the organisation [21].

· Delegate Responsibility to a Role

 To improve the information supply, it might be needed to adjust the responsibilities of

a role by taking some of the tasks from the role and assigning it to some other role to

reduce the information overload.

· Use Feedback Loop

 Feedback loop can be used by organisational units for bringing them together.  In this

kind of coordination, the output of unit A will be the input of unit B and at the end, the

output of unit B will be the input of unit A. Feedback loop is used for making

communication between interdependent units, so each of them will accomplish  their

respective functions.

· Provide Access to Information Sources

Granting access to the information to the users or organisational units that  need it  is  a

crucial job. A specific information piece might be accessible from several distributed,

autonomous,  diverse,  and  dynamic  information  sources.  In  such  a  case,  access  to  the
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right and relevant information is complex. Therefore, it is important to make sure that

most suitable source has been selected for providing the in need unit or part with the

information. Some approaches for this purpose are using agents, describing relatively

the contents and query capabilities of information sources [22] and exchanging

information by object exchanging [23].

· Create Process Teams with Members from Different Functional Areas

In order to develop the mutual assignments, it is required to select members from

different units and functional areas. In the case of making such a team, each person

completes the tasks that match his expert field. By this, co-operative works quality will

be improved.

5.3.2 Work Process Related

· Simplify the Rules and Procedures for the Organisational Unit Tasks

if the rules and procedure in an organisation are too much complex to perform a task or

a person have to complete lot of formalities for completing a task and the other people

have to wait until that task is completed. The rules should not be too much strict and the

steps for performing the tasks should also be simplified, breaking the complex steps in

small steps in order to support information supply.

· Increase Sharing of Information between Organisational Units

The organisational units have to share information between them as the cost of making

a wrong decision is increasing in terms of the sunk cost and in terms of capturing

market share.

· Train People for Interpersonal Skills

 The employee in the organisation should be provided with some training to improve

their skills in communication and problem solving so they can better communicate their

ideas and acquire the information they need to perform their task.

· Allocate Proper Time to Task

 One reason of information overload for the employees is that when the time required

performing information processing, internal calculation and interactions increase than

the time allocated to perform the task. By allocating proper time to each task or giving

the tasks to employee which they can handle might help in solving this issue.
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· Provide the Amount of Information to Employees that They Can Handle

 The other reason for information overload is that when the employees are provided

with too much information which they are not able to handle.  Because of this issue it

might happen that they would not take into consideration the information which is

important for their task or they will not be able to locate the desired information on the

time of need.

· Consult Colleagues or Supervisor (Contact Personally)/ Read Brief Letters

The organisation should develop a culture that the employees are encouraged to consult

their colleagues or supervisors if they are having some kind of problem in finding the

right information.

· Prioritize Information and Work task

 In an organisation there are some tasks on which some other tasks are interdependent.

It is better to prioritize those tasks and the pieces of information as they don’t have to

wait to perform their operations.

· Eliminate Redundant Information

 When an organisation works with an information system, it processes the existing

information. These processes produce some new information, as well as some

information that are not new to the system. The latter causes redundancy, which is one

of the main reasons of information overload. Therefore, the need of removing or

reducing redundancy rises. This redundant information should be eliminated frequently.

· Define Standard Operating Procedures, Routines and Scripts

 When the tasks are complex it is better to define routines, scripts and procedures

explaining which steps to follow to perform those tasks.

· Transform the Processes from Serial Paper Based to Electronic Document Sharing

 In some organisations they follow a paper based procedure for performing their tasks.

But when the number of documents increases in this system then it will have difficulty

in locating the desired document. So transforming the process from paper based to

electronic  document  sharing  system  allows  all  the  employees  to  access  a  piece  of

information in an efficient way and might help in improving the information supply.
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· Decompose and Specialise Tasks

When a task is too much complex and it require too much time to perform that task then

it is better to divide that task into smaller tasks and possibly execute them parallel. So

by this way the time required to perform the task is reduced.

· Computerised the Existing Process for Minor Changes

When there  are  some minor  issues  which  require  some changes  then  instead  of  doing

radical changes to the business process, do some minor changes to fix the issue. One of

the solutions is computerising the process.

· Simplify or Modify Processes

Some processes are a collection or combination of some other processes. In such cases,

it might be needed to simplify the combined process. This simplification can be done in

different ways. The main idea is fundamental rethinking or change the design of the

process radically. Process simplification is not only modifying the current process and

generating a new one, rather it might even result in obliterating a process.

· Job Redesign

Problems that  rise  while  performing  a  job  might  be  the  result  of  its  design.  There  are

some cases that a design was useful and working before, but not more.  In such cases

designing the job (either fundamentally or superficially) will be helpful.

· Eliminate the Non Value Added Activities

Try  to  identify  the  activities,  if  they  are  removed  will  have  no  effect  on  the  business

process, remove them to improve the flow of work activities.

· Location Flexibility for Work

Forcing the employees to be always present in the office might result in missing some

valuable  work  forces:  the  ones  who  live  far  from  the  working  area.  In  this  case  it  is

needed to be flexible about where staffs perform their tasks. For the jobs that don’t

require staff member’s presence, they can be allowed to do their duties at their own

preferred place.
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· Make Cultural Changes in Order to Minimise the Barriers between Different

Functional Area

People,  who  work  in  different  units  if  an  organisation,  have  different  ideas.  These

differences, which are called cultural differences, can cause problems. Hence, it is

needed to make some changes in people’s cultural views in order to reduce the barriers

between different units.

· Use Online Shared Databases

Databases are used for storing information. It will be more useful to use a database that

can be used (shared) by all the units. Nowadays the most common type of sharing is

online sharing. In fact online shared databases provide instant access to the database

that is allocated to all organisation parts.

· Use Monitoring Systems

In an organisation always it is needed to have eye on the improvement process.

Especially this task is crucial for the redesigned processes. In fact by monitoring the

progress procedure, it can be assured that we are following the right path and in the case

of deviation from the right path it will be recognised soon.

· Make Agreement on Where to Store Certain Kind of Information

The problem employee face in the organisation is locating certain kind of information.

They spend too much time for this purpose. if the organisation make a decision about

location  of  storing  certain  kind  of  information  then  it  will  be  quite  easy  for  the

employees to locate that information as they will know where to go to find certain kind

of  information.  By  this  way  they  will  not  lost  in  the  storage  space  and  end  up  with

nothing. Making this kind of agreement might help in improving information supply.

· Arrange Periodic Meetings

People who work in an organisation always need to remain updated with the new

information from their colleagues as well as keep them updated about their own

generated information. This information is the information that are used in another part

of organisation for further processes, or information about the current situation of that

part of the system. There are many ways for communicating these information, but the

most common way is arranging periodic meetings between organisation members. By

talking about topics and issues in meetings, people can discuss them in more details and
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clear their doubts easier. Furthermore, having face to face contact, instead of just using

computers or letters helps to get rid of becoming bored.

· Communicate Task Goals

When a person delegates a task to another one, he should give precise explanation about

the expected objectives of the task.

· Develop Shared Understanding of Information Organisation

A piece of information can be interpreted differently by different people in the

organisation as it depend upon the person prior cognitive map and these cognitive map

vary according to the organisational units having different responsibilities. The other

thing on which this interpretation depends on is how well the information is framed and

structured [24].

· Obliterate Processes

There are some processes which put overhead on the system. The functionality they

perform adds little value to the organisation objectives. Such kind of processes can be

obliterated and their functionality can be incorporated in some other similar processes.
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6 Conclusion
In this chapter the major findings related to our purpose will be presented.

The main purpose of the work is improving information flow for a specific role in an

organisation. To achieve this purpose, we have proposed some supply actions for improving

information flow according to information needs. The results are empirically grounded in the

real world, as the information needs identified and their qualifiers are taken from the

interviews done with the experts in the field. Some of the supply actions are also taken from

the interviews and the rest are identified by literature review.

In the next step, we classified the supply actions in two groups: IS Classification and

Organisational Measures. For the IS Classification, the supply actions are categorised

according to the general information system types which can be used to improve the

information supply. In organisation measures, the actions are categorised according to the

changes that can be made based on structure or work process.

As some research questions were mentioned in chapter 1 to direct the work, here it is shown

to which extent they have been addressed:

· What are the information needs an individual might have in an organisation according

to his role while accomplishing task?

Answer to this question begins by identifying a list of information needs a user might have by

reviewing literature and then validate it by interviewing experts to have a list of information

needs according to user’s role grounded empirically in the real world. Four people were

interviewed, because the aim of the work was finding results in depth, not in breadth.

· How to specify the specialised information needs?

It is important to find which factors have consequence on the information needs. Also

these factors are important in order to find some of the actions. In fact this task was in

the continuation of recognising information needs. Therefore, the same approach, which

was reviewing literature and then validating the findings by interviewing experts, was

selected.  Sometimes an interviewee was asked about the factors that affect his

information needs, but his answer did not contain enough information about it.
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· Which information structure (structured, semi-structured or unstructured) and

information type (operative, procedural) can be used while performing each action?

By analysing the literature and interviews, it is concluded that the structure of

information has effect on selecting action for accomplishing information needs.

· Which organisational and tool changes are needed?

In fact improving information flow in organisation needs some changes. These changes

can be either organisational or tool changes. As we mentioned in chapter 1, it is not

always  necessary  to  go  for  IT-system  changes,  rather  some  changes  on  the

organisational level can done. Changes on the organisational level can be done on

structural level or work process-related level; whereas tool changes can be categorised

in different classifications as mentioned in chapter 5.

· How to arrive at tool/organisational change selection from qualifier and supply actions?

The work suggests some actions, which can be related to IS changes or to changes related

to organisation. Some of the actions are specific to qualifiers of an information need and

some of them are not related to the qualifiers of a specific information need, but they can

be used for fulfilling needs. Also during work some actions were identified, which are not

related to specific need but can be used to improve the information flow within an

organisation.

Figure 3: Patterns – Portfolio – Solution[10]
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The above diagram has been taken from [10], which is done by CenIT at Jönköping

University:

It shows the relation between Portfolio, Supply Pattern and Demand Pattern. It demonstrates

the established link between Demand Pattern and Portfolio. Here it is shown what the correct

way of information demand provision is: pull or push? Is it needed to aggregate the related

information? Should information be pushed immediately after its arrival or it is better to wait

for the most suitable time point?

Information Demand is the central concept in this approach. It is characterised by the

Qualifier and should be fulfilled with Supply Action. Supply Action(s) is  (are) selected with

respect to the Qualifier(s) and Information Demand. Supply Action needs  to  identify  some

information  sources,  which  can  be IT Source, Organiz Source (Organisational Source) or

other kinds of sources (Other Source).

IT Source determines which IT-System Type and Organiz Action Type should be selected. In

determining the right IT-System Type, Supply Action has role, too. Finally, the system (Actual

System) and the action (Actual Action) that should be selected are determined respectively by

IT-System Type and Organiz Action Type. The set of possible technologies and organisational

activities constitutes the technology and activity portfolio.

Figure 4: Modified Patterns – Portfolio – Solution [10]
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This diagram is the result of the current work. From our empirical results we have concluded

that Supply Actions that have been suggested for an Information Demand cover  all  the

Qualifiers, but they are not specific to a particular Qualifier.

Also we have found that there are some actions that are not specific to any Information

Demand; rather they are general actions that can be taken for improving information flow in

an organisation.
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